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Analysis of the viscoelastic coefficients in the Vignale-Kohn functional: The cases of one- and
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In this work we employ the Vignale-Kohn sVKd current functional in the calculation of the linear response
properties of polyacetylene for both the one-dimensional infinite chain and the infinite three-dimensional
crystal. We test the two existing parametrizations of the longitudinal and transverse exchange-correlation
kernels of the homogeneous electron gas that enter the VK functional and show that they lead to very different
results. We argue that this is mainly caused by the different values of these kernels in the zero-frequency limit
in the two parametrizations. In this limit knowledge of the exchange correlation part of the shear modulus of
the homogeneous electron gas becomes very important. It is exactly this quantity that is not known accurately.
Furthermore, we show that our results are in good qualitative agreement with results obtained earlier using the
Vignale-Kohn functional for polyacetylene oligomers.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.71.155104 PACS numberssd: 71.45.Gm, 31.15.Ew, 71.10.Ca, 71.20.Rv
I. INTRODUCTION
Time-dependent density functional theory sTDDFTd de-
veloped by Runge and Gross1 makes it possible to describe
the dynamic properties of interacting many-particle systems
in an exact manner.1–4 Ghosh and Dhara5,6 showed that the
Runge-Gross theorems could be extended to systems that are
subjected to general time-dependent electromagnetic fields.
The method has proven to be an accurate tool in the study of
electronic response properties.3,7,8 In this work we study in-
finite systems for which we use time-dependent current-
density functional theory sTDCDFTd.3,9–11 In this approach
the electron density of TDDFT is substituted by the electron
current density as the fundamental quantity. There are mainly
three reasons to use TDCDFT instead of ordinary TDDFT.
The first reason is related to the use of periodic boundary
conditions which provide an efficient way to describe infinite
systems but that artificially remove the effects of density
changes at the surface.12 For example, when a system is per-
turbed by an electric field there will be a macroscopic re-
sponse of the system and there will be a current flowing
through the interior with a nonzero average given by jstd
= s1/VdeVjsr , td dr, which is the spatial average of the cur-
rent density jsr , td over an arbitrary volume V. This macro-
scopic current is directly related through the continuity equa-
tion to a density change at the outer surface of the system but
does not correspond to a density change in the bulk of the
system. The density change at the surface of the system leads
to a macroscopic screening field in the bulk of the system.
When using periodic boundary conditions this phenomenon
cannot be described with a functional of the bulk density
alone12 but it can be described by a functional of the current
density in the bulk. Some of these difficulties can be circum-
vented by use of an expression which relates the density-
density response function to the trace of the current-current
response function.8,13,14 However, for anisotropic materials
this relation only provides enough information to extract the
trace of the dielectric tensor and not its individual compo-
nents. Second, in TDDFT only the response caused by lon-
gitudinal vector potentials can be accounted for since only
purely longitudinal vector potentials can be gauge trans-
formed to scalar potentials. The scalar potential is the natural
conjugate variable of the density in the meaning of a Leg-
endre transform.4 However, when we consider transverse
vector potentials the natural Legendre conjugate is the cur-
rent density.15 Third, to describe nonlocal exchange-
correlation sxcd effects in large systems14,16,17 it can be more
convenient and more efficient to use a local functional of the
current density instead of a nonlocal functional of the
density.18–20 Within TDDFT one would need an exchange-
correlation functional that is completely nonlocal to be able
to take into account the charges that are induced at the sur-
face of the system caused by the external field and which
produce a counteracting field.12,21 Instead, by applying a lo-
cal functional of the current density we can still take into
account nonlocal effects that are induced in the system by an
external field.
TDDFT has mainly been used within the adiabatic local
density approximation sALDAd in which the exchange-
correlation scalar potential vxcsr , td, which is the functional
derivative of the exchange-correlation energy with respect to
the density, is just a local functional of the density. In this
work we present another method that goes beyond the ALDA
in which we employ an exchange-correlation vector poten-
tial, Axcsr , td, which we approximate as a local functional of
the current density using the expression derived by Vignale
and Kohn.10,11 They were the first to derive an expression for
Axcsr , td that goes beyond the ALDA by formulating a local
gradient expansion in terms of the current density. By study-
ing the weakly inhomogeneous electron gas they found a
dynamical exchange-correlation functional in terms of the
current density that is nonlocal in time but still local in
space. By applying this functional in an approximated fash-
ion as a polarization functional we have observed that the
Vignale-Kohn sVKd functional holds great promise since the
dielectric functions of several semiconductors were much
improved.22 However, to obtain results in good agreement
with experiment an empirical prefactor had to be used to
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reduce the intensity of the spectra. Later van Faassen et
al.18,19 showed that the inclusion of the VK functional in
TDDFT calculations provides greatly improved polarizabil-
ities for p-conjugated polymers.
The evaluation of the VK expression for Axcsr , td requires
knowledge of some properties of the homogeneous electron
gas, i.e., the exchange correlation energy excsr0d and the lon-
gitudinal and transverse exchange-correlation kernels,
fxcLsr0 ,vd and fxcTsr0 ,vd, respectively, where r0 is the elec-
tron density of the electron gas. Knowledge of the first is
already required in the ALDA and can be obtained from the
accurate results of Monte Carlo calculations.23,24 The xc ker-
nels, on the other hand, are not known accurately. Gross and
Kohn sGKd sRefs. 25 and 26d proposed an interpolation for-
mula for Im fxcLsr0 ,vd in which the coefficients were ob-
tained from sum rule arguments and exact results from
second-order perturbation theory that fix the low- and high-
frequency limits of this quantity. The real part can then be
obtained from the Kramers-Krönig dispersion relations.
Their result is exact only in the limit v→‘ but in the limit
v→0 the function Im fxcLsr0 ,vd reduces to zero as a third
power of v instead of reducing linearly to zero. Furthermore,
they do not give an expression for Im fxcTsr0 ,vd which ren-
ders their method inadequate for evaluation of the VK func-
tional. Conti, Nifosì, and Tosi sCNTd sRef. 27d chose a dif-
ferent route and calculated Im fxcL,Tsr0 ,vd directly by means
of an approximate decoupling of an exact four-point re-
sponse function. These calculations were done under the
constraint that the sum rules obtained by GK be satisfied.
This means that their calculated values of fxcL,Tsr0 ,vd have
the same behavior in the limit v→0 as the GK approxima-
tion. Their results show more structure than those of GK, in
particular near twice the plasmon frequency vpl, where the
contribution from two-plasmon excitations is the strongest.
In addition CNT introduced a parametrization of their results
which makes it applicable to the VK approach. Qian and
Vignale sQVd sRef. 28d combined the interpolation scheme
of GK with the results obtained from the CNT calculations.
They adopt the GK expression in which the coefficients are
now chosen such as to reproduce the correct perturbative
behavior in the limit v→0 as well as the correct behavior in
the limit v→‘. Moreover, they have an extra parameter in
their scheme which accounts for a smoothening of the two-
plasmon contributions found by CNT around v=2vpl. It is
fixed by sum rules. One of the aims of this paper is to give a
comparison between the CNT and QV parametrizations of
fxcL,Tsr0 ,vd. More specifically, we will test their influence in
the application of the VK functional to the calculation of
linear response properties of polyacetylene. We will show
that the result strongly depends on the values of fxcTsr0 ,vd in
the limit v→0. In order to show this we will also evaluate
the CNT and the QV parametrization in the static limit. We
use polyacetylene as a test case and calculate the polarizabil-
ity per unit chain length of the infinite chain s1Dd and the
dielectric function of crystalline polyacetylene s3Dd. The rea-
son for looking at polyacetylene is to be able to connect to
the work of van Faassen et al.18–20 in which it was one of the
p-conjugated polymers studied for which a great improve-
ment of the polarizability was found by introducing the VK
functional. We will show that in the case of the infinite poly-
mer s1D and 3Dd we obtain qualitatively similar results. The
polyacetylene crystal has the so-called herring-bone structure
with two polymer chains per unit cell. There exist two dif-
ferent configurations of polyacetylene belonging to the space
groups P21/a and P21/n. The former has an in-phase ar-
rangement of the two chains with respect to the dimerized
backbone and the latter has an antiphase arrangement. It was
found that the total energy for P21/a is slightly lower than
that for P21/n and the former can therefore be considered to
be more stable.29 In this paper we will consider polyacety-
lene belonging to the space group P21/a only and therefore
we will drop the specification of the space group in the re-
mainder.
In other works, calculations have been performed to ob-
tain the absorption spectra of 1D and 3D polyacetylene by
solving the Bethe-Salpeter equation sBSEd, which is an ac-
curate and well-established method. The absorption spectrum
of the 1D infinite polyacetylene chain has been calculated by
Rohlfing and Louie.30 They found two bound exciton states
at excitation energies 1.7 and 1.8 eV of which only the
former shows a sharp peak in the absorption spectrum; the
latter has no oscillator strength for optical transitions.
Puschnig and Ambrosch-Draxl31 also performed calculations
on the 1D chain as well as on the 3D crystal. Starting from a
ground-state DFT calculation they obtained the absorption
spectrum by solving the BSE. They rigidly shifted upwards
the conduction bands found from their DFT calculation in
order to obtain quasiparticle energies from the Kohn-Sham
energies. In the 1D case they shifted the conduction bands
such as to obtain the same energy gap as Rohlfing and Louie.
Subsequently solving the BSE they find a bound exciton
state with nonzero oscillator strength at excitation energy
1.55 eV. In the 3D case they find the lowest exciton state to
have a binding energy of 0.05 eV but it has almost no oscil-
lator strength for optical transitions. The main feature of the
absorption spectrum they found is a broad peak at 0.5 eV
above the energy gap. Recent BSE calculations by Tiago et
al.32 on the 3D crystal show a peak at 1.7 eV. There is also
experimental data available from measurements on highly
oriented polyacetylene films. The polyacetylene films are ori-
ented by stretching. The absorption spectrum measured by
Leising33 shows a broad peak at about 1.7 eV. We have to be
careful, however, when comparing to experiment since the
polymer crystals often suffer from substantial static and dy-
namic disorder34 and it is not clear to what extent these ef-
fects influence the results.
The outline of this article is as follows. In Sec. II we start
by giving a description of the theory we use. It consists of an
outline of TDCDFT and the way in which we apply it in the
regime of linear response as well as an introduction to the
VK functional where we discuss some of its aspects and
discuss the parametrizations of the exchange-correlation ker-
nels of the homogeneous electron gas fxcL,Tsr0 ,vd that enter
the VK functional. In Sec. III we then give the main aspects
of the implementation. The computational details of the cal-
culations are the subject of Sec. IV. We have tested our
method on polyacetylene s1D and 3Dd, the results of which
can be found in Sec. V. Finally we draw conclusions from
our findings in Sec. VI.




It was shown by Runge and Gross1 that, for a given initial
state, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the time-
dependent density rsr , td and the time-dependent external
scalar potential vsr , td up to a purely time-dependent func-
tion cstd. Ghosh and Dhara5,6 extended the Runge-Gross
proof to systems subjected to general time-dependent elec-
tromagnetic fields by proving that, for a given initial state,
there exists a one-to-one correspondence up to a gauge trans-
formation between the time-dependent current density and
the set of potentials (vsr , td ,Asr , td), in which Asr , td is the
time-dependent external vector potential ssee also Ref. 3d.
The latter theory has the advantages that were already men-
tioned in the Introduction. Ghosh and Dhara further provide
a practical scheme for calculating time-dependent densities
and current densities. Here an interacting many-particle sys-
tem in an external electromagnetic field is replaced by an
auxiliary non-interacting many-particle system in an effec-
tive field. This effective field has the property that it pro-
duces the exact time-dependent current density and the exact
time-dependent density for a given initial state. If the initial
state is the ground state, it is already determined by the
ground state density on the basis of the Hohenberg-Kohn
theorem.35 In the Kohn-Sham scheme the time-dependent





cnsr,td = S12F− i = + 1c Aef fsr,tdG2 + vef fsr,tdDcnsr,td .
s1d
Atomic units sa.u.d are used throughout this work. The time-
dependent effective potentials are uniquely determined sapart
from an arbitrary gauge transformationd by the exact time-
dependent density and current density. These exact particle













where fn are the occupation numbers of the Kohn-Sham
wave functions and we assume that our initial state is de-
scribed by a single Slater determinant. The first and second
terms on the right-hand side of Eq. s3d correspond to the
paramagnetic and diamagnetic current, respectively. The to-
tal jsr , td is the physical gauge-invariant current density. The
effective potentials of Eq. s1d consist of the externally ap-
plied potentials and potentials arising from the Hartree and
xc contributions of the density and current density. We have
chosen our gauge for the potentials according to Kootstra et
al.36,37 where for the use of periodic boundary conditions it is
essential that the macroscopic part of the external field is
contained in the vector potential. The scalar potential is lat-
tice periodic and therefore cannot contain any components
that represent a macroscopic field. We split the effective po-
tentials into the following contributions:
Aef fsr,td = Amacsr,td + Axcsr,td , s4d
vef fsr,td = vH,micsr,td + vxc,micsr,td . s5d
Here vH,micsr , td is the microscopic part of the Hartree poten-
tial and vxc,micsr , td is the microscopic part of the exchange-
correlation potential. The term Amacsr , td denotes the macro-
scopic vector potential,
Amacsr,td = Aextsr,td + Aindsr,td , s6d
where Aextsr , td is the external vector potential and Aindsr , td
is the induced macroscopic vector potential. The latter poten-
tial accounts for the long-range contribution of the Hartree
potential of the surface charge as well as the retarded contri-
bution of the induced transverse current density. We can
safely ignore the microscopic part, because its electric field
contribution is already a factor v2 /c2 smaller than that of the
microscopic Hartree potential.36,38,39 The gauge is chosen
such that the external field is incorporated into Amacsr , td.
Finally, Axcsr , td is the exchange-correlation vector potential
for which in practice approximations are required.
B. Linear response
To study the linear response properties of systems, which
are initially in the ground state and perturbed by a time-
dependent electromagnetic field, it is convenient to work in
the frequency domain. To do this we use the Fourier trans-
form which is given by
jsr,td =E jsr,vde−ivt dv . s7d
Similar transforms are used for other quantities.
A time-dependent electric field Eextsvd applied to a solid
will induce a macroscopic polarization Pmacsvd which can be
obtained from the induced current density by
Pmacsvd =
− i
vVEV djsr,vd dr , s8d
and which will be proportional to the macroscopic field
Emacsvd, i.e., the applied field plus the average induced field
within the solid. The constant of proportionality is the elec-
tric susceptibity xesvd,
Pmacsvd = xesvd · Emacsvd . s9d
Unlike Pmacsvd and Emacsvd, the susceptibility xsvd is inde-
pendent of the size and shape and is therefore a bulk property
of the system. The induced current density can, in principle,
be calculated from the true current-current response function
xjjsr ,r8 ,vd of the system according to
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djsr,vd = − i
v
E xjjsr,r8,vd · Emacsr8,vd dr8. s10d





V E drE dr8xjjsr,r8,vd . s11d
The direct evaluation of the current-current response func-
tion is, however, unpractical. In our method we therefore
adopt a Kohn-Sham formulation, in which the response to an
external electric field of an interacting system is calculated as
the response of an auxiliary noninteracting system to an ef-
fective field (vsr ,vd ,Asr ,vd). We choose the field
Emacsr ,vd to be given and its relation to Amacsr ,vd is given
by Amacsr ,vd=cEmacsr ,vd / iv. We leave the relation be-
tween Emacsr ,vd and Eextsvd unspecified as this depends on
the sample size and shape and requires knowledge of xesvd.
The effective vector potential of Eq. s4d has the property that
it produces the exact current density in the Kohn-Sham sys-
tem. From the exact current density we can calculate the
exact density according to the continuity equation,
= · djsr,vd = ivdrsr,vd . s12d
The effective field is a functional of the induced current den-
sity and it has to be solved in a self-consistent manner. To
first order we have the following expressions within the
Kohn-Sham scheme for the induced density,
drsr,vd =E S1
c
xs,rjsr,r8,vd · dAef fsr8,vd
+ xs,rrsr,r8,vddvef fsr8,vdD dr8 s13d
and the induced current density,
djsr,vd =E S1
c
fxs,jjsr,r8,vd + r0srddsr − r8dg · dAef fsr8,vd
+ xs,jrsr,r8,vddvef fsr8,vdDdr8. s14d
Here the xs,ab are the Kohn-Sham response kernels which are










en − en8 + v + ih
, s15d
in which aˆ and bˆ can be either rˆ=1 or jˆ=−is=−=†d /2. The
dagger on the nabla operator indicates that the operator acts
on terms to the left of it. In Eq. s15d en are the eigenvalues of
the Kohn-Sham orbitals cnsrd of the unperturbed system.
The positive infinitesimal h in Eq. s15d ensures the causality
of the response function.
In principle the scalar potential could have been gauge
transformed into a vector potential40,41 and drsr ,vd could
have been expressed in terms of djsr ,vd by means of the
continuity equation, Eq. s12d. For the implementation it is,
however, convenient to include both the induced density and
the scalar potential in our formalism.
If we neglect the small Landau diamagnetic part, which
only is important in the evaluation of magnetic properties,
we can use the approximate conductivity sum rule13
fxs,jjsr,r8,0dgij + r0srddijdsr − r8d = 0. s16d
This sum rule can be used to relate the diamagnetic contri-
bution to the induced current density djd=
−r0srddAef fsr ,vd /c to the static Kohn-Sham current-current
response function xs,jjsr ,r8 ,0d. With this approximation we
now get for the induced current density
djsr,vd =E S1
c
fxs,jjsr,r8,vd − xs,jjsr,r8,0dg · dAef fsr8,vd
+ xs,jrsr,r8,vddvef fsr8,vdD dr8. s17d
This provides an efficient way to deal with the incomplete-
ness of the basis set in the v→0 limit in actual applications.
In Eq. s17d the effective potentials are given, to first order, by
dAef fsr,vd = dAmacsr,vd + dAxcsr,vd , s18d
dvef fsr,vd = dvH,micsr,vd + dvxc,micsr,vd . s19d
In our gauge the use of the ALDA is equivalent to putting
dAxcsr ,vd=0, in which case the effective vector potential
becomes equal to dAmacsr ,vd. In the following we will go
beyond the ALDA and give an expression for dAxcsr ,vd us-
ing the spin-restricted expressions of Vignale and
Kohn.10,11,42
C. The Vignale-Kohn functional
The effective perturbing field in the Kohn-Sham Hamil-
tonian of Eq. s1d is in linear response given by
dhˆef fsr,td = dvef fsr,td +
1
c
jˆ · dAef fsr,td , s20d





jˆ · dAxcsr,td . s21d
This defines the gauge we use for the xc potentials, namely
that all the contributions from the ALDA are contained in the
scalar potential and all the contributions beyond the ALDA
are contained in the vector potential. This definition is com-
patible with the gauge set in Eqs. s4d and s5d, in which the
scalar potential only contains components that represent mi-
croscopic fields. The general expression for the exchange-
correlation vector potential to first order is
dAxcsr,vd =E fxcsr,r8,vd · djsr8,vd dr8, s22d
which defines the tensor kernel fxcsr ,r8 ,vd. Vignale and
Kohn derived an approximation for this xc kernel.10,11 For
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this they studied a periodically modulated electron gas with
wave vector q, i.e.,
r0srd = r¯1 + 2g cossq · rd , s23d
where r¯ is the density of the homogeneous electron gas and
g!1, and performed an expansion of the xc kernel
fxcsk + mq,k,vd =
1
V E drE dr8fxcsr,r8,vde−isk+mqd·reik·r8,
s24d
to second order in k and q and to first order in g. In Eq. s24d
V is the volume of the system and m is an integer for which
to first order in g only the values for umuł1 are needed. This
expansion was shown to be analytic for small k and q and to
be valid under the constraints k ,q!kF ,v /vF, where kF and
vF are the Fermi momentum and the Fermi velocity, respec-
tively. The coefficients in this expansion are completely de-
termined in terms of the density r¯ and the coefficients
fxcLsr¯ ,vd and fxcTsr¯ ,vd of the xc kernel of the homogeneous
electron gas by the Onsager symmetry relation, the zero-
force and zero-torque theorems, and a Ward identity.10,11 The




3fxcsk + mq,k,vdeisk+mqd·rdjsk,vd , s25d
by inserting the expansion for fxc in Eq. s25d and using Eq.
s23d. Since this expression contains first- and second-order
powers of k we obtain first- and second-order derivatives of
the current density in real space. Similarly, first- and second-
order powers of q lead to first- and second-order derivatives





where kF=vF= s3p2r¯d1/3. Likewise, the condition k




From analysis of Eq. s25d and as a consequence of a Ward
identity r¯ can be replaced by r0srd in the coefficients
fxcLsr¯ ,vd and fxcTsr¯ ,vd. This will only affect terms of order
g2 which were already neglected in the derivation. By doing
this we obtain a functional we can apply to general systems,
although if applied to systems with large density variations
we may go outside the range of validity of the VK deriva-
tion. It was shown by Vignale, Ullrich, and Conti that the VK









] jsxc,ijsr,vd , s28d
where sxcsr ,vd is a tensor field which has the structure of a
symmetric viscoelastic stress tensor,
sxc,ij = h˜xcS] jui + ]iuj − 23dijok ]kukD + z˜dijok ]kuk
s29d





The coefficients h˜xcsr ,vd and z˜xcsr ,vd are determined by the
transverse and longitudinal response coefficients
fxcT(r0srd ,v) and fxcL(r0srd ,v) of the homogeneous electron
















where exc(r0srd) is the exchange-correlation energy per unit
volume of the homogeneous electron gas. The quantities
h˜xcsr ,vd and z˜xcsr ,vd can be interpreted as viscoelastic
coefficients.42,44 The parameter z˜xcsr ,vd contains a factor for
which one can prove the exact relation42,44
lim
v→0
S fxcLsr0,vd − 43 fxcTsr0,vd − d
2exc
dr2
sr0dD = 0. s33d
From Eq. s28d we can now derive an expression for the



















]i] j8fdsr − r8dz˜xcsr,vdg .
s34d
Note that fxc,ij satisfies the Onsager symmetry relation,11 i.e.,
fxc,ijsr,r8,vd = fxc,jisr8,r,vd , s35d
and it is clear from Eq. s34d that fxc is local in space but
nonlocal in time.
D. The response coefficients
The longitudinal and transverse response kernels
fxcLsr0 ,vd and fxcTsr0 ,vd still have to be specified. These
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functions are well studied for the electron gas.27,28,44–46 In
q-space they are defined as
lim
q→0





−1 sq,vd − xLsTd
−1 sq,vdd − vLsTdsqd ,
s36d
where xLsTdsq ,vd is the current-current longitudinal strans-
versed response function of the homogeneous electron gas,
x0,LsTdsq ,vd are the equivalent response functions of the non-
interacting homogeneous electron gas, vLsqd=4p /q2 is the
Fourier transform of the Coulomb potential, and vTsqd=0.
The identity limq→0 fxcLsTdsq ,vd; fxcLsTdsvd was obtained by
Vignale and Kohn.11,41 Note that fxcLsq ,vd as defined in Eq.
s36d coincides with fxcsq ,vd from scalar TDDFT and it can
thus be related to the local field correction Gsq ,vd according
to
fxcLsq,vd = − vLsqdGsq,vd . s37d
Since fxcL,Tsq ,vd are analytic functions of v in the upper
half of the complex v-plane and approach real functions
fxcL,Tsq ,‘d for v→‘ they satisfy the standard Kramers-
Krönig relations,
















where P denotes the principle value of the integral. The re-
sponse functions x0,L,Tsq ,vd in Eq. s36d are well-known




q2 E dks2pd3 fsekd − fsek+qdv − sek+q − ekd + ih s40d
and




3Sk2 − sk · qd2q2 D fsekd − fsek + qdv − sek+q − ekd + ih , s41d
where ek=k2 /2 is the free particle energy and fsekd is the
Fermi distribution function. The full response functions
xL,Tsq ,vd are not known analytically though. There are,
however, well-known exact features of xL,Tsq ,vd and
Gsq ,vd in the limit q→0 obtained from sum rules and re-
sults from second-order perturbative expansions. From these
features and the relations s36d and s37d Gross and Kohn
sGKd obtained exact properties of fxcLsq=0,vd; fxcLsvd in
the low- and high-frequency limits.25,26 Furthermore, they
introduced an interpolation formula for Im fxcLsvd which re-
duces to the exact high-frequency limit for v→‘ obtained
from second-order perturbative expansions by Glick and
Long48,49 and vanishes linearly in the limit v→0. The low-
frequency behavior was determined from the v→0 limit of
the q→0 limit of Eq. s38d resulting in the following sum
rule,























and fxcLs‘d was obtained from the third-frequency-moment
sum rule.26,50 However, the compressibility sum rule con-
tains limq→0 limv→0 fxcLsq ,vd, which is not the same as
limv→0 limq→0 fxcLsq ,vd entering Eq. s42d as was tacitly as-
sumed by GK. This difference was first pointed out by Conti
and Vignale44 and will be briefly discussed below. The real
part of Im fxcLsvd can subsequently be obtained from Eq.
s38d evaluated at q=0.
A different approach to obtain fxcLsvd as well as fxcTsvd
was given by Conti, Nifosì, and Tosi sCNTd.27 They calcu-
lated Im fxcL,Tsvd by direct evaluation of the imaginary parts
of the current-current response functions, Im xL,Tsq ,vd. CNT
used an exact expression for Im xL,Tsq ,vd in terms of four-
point response functions which were subsequently approxi-
mated by decoupling them into products of two-point re-
sponse functions. In order to include the effect of plasmons
the two-point response functions were then taken to be the
RPA response functions. This decoupling scheme only keeps
direct contributions and neglects exchange processes. To ac-
count for the latter processes CNT introduced a phenomeno-
logical factor which reduces the total two-pair spectral
weight by a factor of 2 in the high-frequency limit in order to
coincide with the results from second-order perturbative ex-
pansions mentioned above. In the low-frequency limit the
factor is close to unity at metallic densities, thereby largely
neglecting exchange processes. A distinct feature of the CNT
result is a pronounced peak at v=2vpl in Im fxcL,Tsvd, where
vpl is the plasmon frequency. Since the double excitations
take up most of the spectral strength and the plasmon exci-
tation is large with respect to single-pair excitations, the
spectral strength accumulates around v=2vpl. Furthermore,
CNT introduced parametrizations for Im fxcL,Tsvd that repro-
duce their numerical results. The real parts can again be ob-
tained from the Kramers-Krönig relation s38d where the
high-frequency limits of fxcL,Tsvd are given by CNT, the ex-
pression for the longitudinal kernel being in agreement with
the results of Glick and Long.48 It must be noted that, like
GK, CNT obtained the low-frequency limit of fxcLsvd by
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invoking the compressibility sum rule, thereby interchanging
the order of the limits. They expect the discontinuity in the
limit sq ,vd→ s0,0d to be small, however, and they therefore
prefer to enforce equality of the order of limits.27 It is then
interesting that, within the accuracy of their model, they
found fxcTsv=0d to be indistinguishable from zero in their
calculations.
Conti and Vignale44 later obtained exact expressions for
limv→0 limq→0 fxcL,Tsq ,vd by comparing the microscopic
linear-response equations with the macroscopic viscoelastic
equation of motion. Their evaluations led to the following





fxcLsq,vd ; fxcLs0d =
1
r0









where mxc is the exchange-correlation part of the shear
modulus. fFrom the above identities together with Eq. s44d
follows immediately Eq. s33d.g The shear modulus remains
finite in the v→0 limit because the q→0 limit is taken
before the v→0 limit. Taking the reverse order of limits
would result in a shear modulus equal to zero. In that limit,
however, fxcTsq ,vd is no longer related to the shear modulus,
but to the diamagnetic susceptibility, which is very small.
Conti and Vignale further show that mxc can be related to the







Comparing Eqs. s43d and s45d it becomes immediately clear
that interchanging the order of the limits for
limv→0 limq→0 fxcL,Tsq ,vd is equivalent to the approximation
mxc=0, and from Eq. s46d we see that this means fxcTs0d=0
as observed by CNT. In a subsequent paper, Nifosì, Conti,
and Tosi sNCTd sRef. 46d drop the restriction on fxcLs0d im-
posed by the compressibility sum rule and their calculations
then show a nonvanishing fxcTs0d. However, they do not ex-
pect their values for fxcTs0d to be very accurate as they are
obtained from the integration over the whole frequency
range of Im fxcTsvd in Eq. s38d.
Qian and Vignale sQVd sRef. 28d combined the methods
of GK and CNT. They obtained an analytic result for the
slope of Im fxcTsvd at v=0 by evaluating Im xL,Tsq ,vd
within perturbation theory in a similar way as CNT. The
direct contributions were treated the same, but QV also in-
cluded their exchange counterparts in the evaluation. They
adopted the interpolation scheme of GK for Im fxcTsvd but
with the coefficients now determined by their analytic result
for the slope at v=0 and the correct low-frequency limits,
Eqs. s45d and s46d, as well as the correct high-frequency
behavior. The values for mxc were obtained from the Landau
parameters calculated for some values of rs in Ref. 51. To
model the two-plasmon contribution identified by CNT they
include an extra parameter in their interpolation scheme, i.e.,
the width of a Gaussian peak centered at v=2vpl. Their
model shows a peak that is less pronounced than CNT’s.
From Eqs. s31d–s33d we can now determine the behavior








vz˜xcsr,vd = 0. s49d
So only the imaginary part of vh˜xcsr ,vd remains finite in
this limit and vz˜xcsr ,vd vanishes identically. In this limit the
CNT parametrization obviously reduces to the ALDA, as it
was constructed under the assumption fxcTsr0 ,0d=0. How-
ever, the VK functional can be evaluated in the static limit
with the NCT and QV values for fxcTsr0 ,0d.
To summarize, the various parametrizations of
fxcL,Tsr0 ,vd presented above are denoted by CNT and QV
for the completely frequency-dependent parametrizations,
given in Refs. 27 and 28, respectively, whereas NCT and
QV0 are frequency-independent parametrizations. NCT takes
its values for fxcT(r0srd ,0) from Ref. 46 and QV0 is simply
the static limit of the QV parametrization. Note that the static
limit of the CNT parametrization is the ALDA. These four
parametrizations will be used in our calculations.
III. IMPLEMENTATION
We will show that we can write dAxcsr ,vd as expressed in




= duxcsr,vd + daxcsr,vd + = 3 dbxcsr,vd .
s50d
Here duxcsr ,vd is a scalar field, daxcsr ,vd is a polar vector
field, and dbxcsr ,vd is an axial vector field. There is much
freedom in choosing the contributions duxcsr ,vd, daxcsr ,vd,
and dbxcsr ,vd, and we choose a form that involves only the
local values of djsr ,vd, = ·djsr ,vd= ivdrsr ,vd, and =
3djsr ,vd=dmsr ,vd sfor a detailed derivation see the Ap-
pendixd:
















2 2 · dj ,
s51d












2 2dr + h˜xcr02 =r0r0
3 dm + 1 13 h˜xc + z˜xc
r0
2




=h˜xc ^ = r0 + = r0 ^ = h˜xc
r0
3 2 · dj




















3 dj . s53d
The functions drsr ,vd, djsr ,vd, and dmsr ,vd can all be
obtained by using at most first-order derivatives of the orbit-
als.
We are now able to write Eqs. s51d–s53d in the following
compact and elegant matrix vector product:
1 duxcivdaxc/c
ivdbxc/c
2 = 1yrr yrj 0yjr yjj yjm0 ymj ymm21
dr
idj/v
idm/v 2 . s54d
The matrix entries are given as








































2 F=r0r0 3 G , s58d
ymm = − iv
h˜xc
r0
2 I , s59d
in which we define the antisymmetric 333 matrix f=r0 /r0
3 gij =−okeijks]kr0d /r0 and where h˜xc8 sr ,vd and h˜xc9 sr ,vd are
the first- and second-order derivatives of h˜xcsr ,vd with re-
spect to the ground-state density. The matrix in Eq. s54d is a
local function of the ground state density and its first- and
second-order gradients and has additional v dependence
through the coefficients h˜xcsr ,vd and z˜xcsr ,vd.
The xc contribution to the perturbation as written in Eq.
s21d can now be written as
dhˆxcsr,td = dvxc







mˆ · dbxcsr,td , s60d
in which mˆ=−is=†3 = d. An expression for dmsr ,vd is ob-
tained from Eq. s14d by taking the curl on either side which
amounts to the substitution of mˆ for aˆ in Eq. s15d.
Using Eq. s60d the self-consistent linear-response equa-
tions can be written in the following form
1 dridj/v
idm/v 2 = 1









This relation has been written in such a way that all matrix
elements are real and finite for nonmetals in the limit v
→0 as follows from the following explicit expressions for
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where aˆ and bˆ can be either jˆ or mˆ. We have defined
wnn8svd =
sfn − fn8dsen − en8d
sen − en8d
2
− sv + ihd2
s66d
as the frequency-dependent transition weights. In the peri-
odic systems we study here n is a multi-index composed of
the band index and the Bloch vector. The transition weights
are included in the now v-dependent quadrature scheme of
the Brillouin zone in order to handle the singular denomina-
tor analytically as in Kootstra et al.36,37
IV. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
The implementation was done in the ADF-BAND
program36,52–54 and we performed our calculations with this
modified version. We made use of Slater-type orbitals sSTOd
in combination with frozen cores and a hybrid valence basis
set consisting of the numerical solutions of a free-atom
Herman-Skillman program55 that solves the radial Kohn-
Sham equations. The spatial resolution of this basis is
equivalent to a STO triple-zeta basis set augmented with two
polarization functions. This valence basis set was made or-
thogonal to the core states. The Herman-Skillman program
also provides us with the free-atom effective potential. The
Hartree potential was evaluated using an auxiliary basis set
of STO functions to fit the deformation density in the
ground-state calculation and the induced density in the re-
sponse calculation. We used the VK xc kernel of Eq. s34d to
calculate the polarizability per unit chain length of an infinite
polyacetylene chain and the macroscopic dielectric function
of an infinite polyacetylene crystal. They are both semicon-
ducting materials. In the 1D case we use the geometry given
in Fig. 1 of Ref. 18. For the crystal we use the experimental
structural parameters given in Table II of Ref. 29 with the
exception that we put b equal to 90 deg. We used Eqs. s8d
and s9d to obtain xesvd from which the macroscopic dielec-
tric function can directly be obtained through esvd=1
+4pxesvd. To obtain the polarizability per unit chain length
of the 1D polyacetylene chain we used Emacsvd=Eextsvd
which is justified in the 1D case for a nonconducting system.
This will be the subject of a separate paper. For the evalua-
tion of the k-space integrals we used a numerical integration
scheme with 23 s1Dd and 110 s3Dd symmetry-unique sample
points in the irreducible wedge of the Brillouin zone which
was constructed by adopting a Lehmann-Taut tetrahedron
scheme.56 Since in the 3D calculation the dispersion in the
direction of the chain is larger than perpendicular to the
chain, the sampling in the direction of the chain was 11 times
denser than in the direction perpendicular to it, thereby lim-
iting the total number of k points. We checked the conver-
gence with respect to the number of conduction bands used
and found that ten conduction bands are sufficient. This num-
ber was used in all our calculations. We made use of the
Vosko-Wilk-Nusair parametrization24 of the LDA exchange-
correlation potential which was also used to construct the
ALDA exchange-correlation kernel. As mentioned above the
values of fxcL,Tsr0 ,vd were obtained from the parametriza-
tions given in Refs. 27 and 28 denoted by CNT and QV,
respectively, and the values of fxcL,Tsr0 ,0d were taken from
Refs. 28 and 46 denoted by QV0 and NCT, respectively.
However, fxcL,Tsr0 ,vd are known only at specific values of
the Wigner-Seitz radius rs s4prs
3 /3=1/r0d. We used a cubic
spline interpolation to obtain values of fxcL,Tsr0 ,vd at arbi-
trary rs in which the behavior for small rs was taken to be
quadratic similar to exchange-only behavior. A plot of
fxcTsr0 ,0d from NCT and QV0 can be found in Fig. 1.
V. RESULTS
In Figs. 2 and 3 we show the effect of the VK xc kernel
fxcsr ,r8 ,vd given in Eq. s34d on the polarizability per unit
chain length of 1D polyacetylene and on the macroscopic
dielectric function of 3D polyacetylene, respectively. The
various results correspond to different approximations of
fxcL,Tsr0 ,vd that enter fxcsr ,r8 ,vd. We compare our results
obtained with the VK functional with our ALDA results, in
which the xc vector potential is neglected. It clearly shows in
Figs. 2 and 3 that the CNT and QV parametrizations of
fxcL,Tsr0srd ,vd give drastically different results. Whereas the
CNT spectra are relatively close to the ALDA spectra, the
QV spectra differ strongly from them. Let us first take a look
at the absorption spectrum in the 1D case. We see that the
CNT spectrum has roughly the same structure as the ALDA
spectrum with the exception that it shows absorption at en-
ergies below the Kohn-Sham gap. This is caused by the fact
that we now consider complex values of fxcL,Tsr0 ,vd. The
main peak in the QV spectrum on the other hand is shifted by
about 2.5 eV to higher frequency with respect to the ALDA
spectrum and shows a much smoother structure. An accom-
panying effect of the shift is that the absorption intensity of
the peak in the QV spectrum is much smaller than in the
ALDA spectrum because the absorption intensity scales in-
versely with the square of the frequency at which the absorp-
tion occurs. Other effects may also have contributed to this
lowering of intensity. Close to the QV spectrum lies the QV0
spectrum which shows that approximating the QV parametri-
FIG. 1. fxcTsr0 ,0d in a.u. for values of rs up to rs=5. Continuous
curve: NCT; dashed curve: QV0. The meanings of the abbreviations
are explained in the text.
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zation by its static limit is a good approximation in this case.
This is not surprising because within the range of frequencies
where the absorption has significant intensity and in the
range of rs values that are relevant for polyacetylene, which
we checked to be rs&2, the coefficients fxcL,Tsr0 ,vd do not
change much with respect to their values in the static limit.
Like the QV0 spectrum, the NCT spectrum is obtained from
values of fxcL,Tsr0 ,vd evaluated in their static limit. The only
difference between the two approximations is the set of mxc
values that is used. The NCT values are slightly lower than
those of QV sin the relevant range of rs values for polyacety-
lened. We observe that this difference leads to an NCT spec-
trum that lies a bit lower in energy than the QV0 spectrum.
In fact, we see that the approximations for fxcL,Tsr0 ,vd that
have nonzero values for mxc sNCT, QV, QV0d, related to
fxcTsr0 ,0d by Eq. s46d, lead to peaks in the absorption spectra
that are shifted with respect to the ALDA spectrum. The
influence of the frequency dependence of fxcL,Tsr0 ,vd for
v.0 on the position and the shape of the peak is only small
as we can see by comparing the CNT spectrum with the
ALDA spectrum and the QV spectrum with the QV0 spec-
trum. These considerations imply a large dependence on the
values of mxc and a relatively small dependence on the be-
havior of fxcL,Tsr0 ,vd for v.0 for the position and the
shape of the spectrum in the 1D case. We note that the CNT
behavior of fxcL,Tsr0 ,vd for v.0 does have influence on the
intensity of the absorption as can be seen by comparing the
CNT spectrum with the ALDA spectrum, but relative to the
effect of mxc on the spectrum it seems to be small. Looking at
the absorption spectrum in the 3D case we observe the same
qualitative features as in the 1D spectrum. The difference
between the QV and QV0 spectrum is somewhat larger, how-
ever, than in the 1D case. Still the contribution from mxc to
the spectra seems to be the most important. Unfortunately,
not much is known about the precise values of mxc. As men-
tioned above, NCT do not deem their values of mxc to be very
accurate and it is not clear how accurate the values are of the
Landau parameters calculated by Yasuhara and Ousaka51
which were used by QV to obtain values for mxc. These cal-
culations of the Landau parameters are the only recent cal-
culations done for the three-dimensional electron gas.
We will now compare our results for the infinite poly-
acetylene chain with the results obtained by van Faassen et
al. for polyacetylene oligomers. They showed that the static
polarizability per unit chain length of these oligomers is
largely reduced by including the VK functional in their
calculations18,19 with respect to the ALDA results, which
substantially overestimate this quantity. Their results repro-
duce those of MP2 calculations. The absolute and relative
reduction is increased with increasing chain length leading to
FIG. 2. The real and imaginary parts of the polarizability per
unit length of an infinite polyacetylene chain in a.u. Dashed curve:
CNT; long-dashed curve: NCT; dot-dashed curve: QV; dotted
curve: QV0; continuous curve: ALDA. The meanings of the abbre-
viations are explained in the text.
FIG. 3. The real and imaginary parts of the dielectric function of
crystalline polyacetylene. Dashed curve: CNT; long-dashed curve:
NCT; dot-dashed curve: QV; dotted curve: QV0; continuous curve:
ALDA. The meanings of the abbreviations are explained in the text.
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a reduction of about a factor of 3 for the longest oligomers
that they calculated. Their VK results were obtained using
the values for mxc from NCT. It is, however, difficult to ob-
tain a quantitative comparison with their findings since this
requires extrapolation of their results to infinite chain length,
something that is not straightforward. From our NCT results
in the real part in Fig. 2 we see the same effect as observed
by van Faassen et al., a large reduction of about a factor of 6
of our static polarizability per unit chain length with respect
to the ALDA values. Our NCT result in the static limit
should be an upper limit for the static polarizability per unit
chain length of the polyacetylene oligomers of increasing
chain length obtained by van Faassen et al. They furthermore
showed that by including the VK functional in their calcula-
tions the oscillator strengths of low-lying excitations de-
crease and those of higher-lying excitations increase with
respect to the oscillator strengths obtained in the ALDA
when the length of the chain is increased.20 We observe simi-
lar features in our absorption spectrum where the intensity of
the absorption, which is proportional to the oscillator
strength, in the NCT spectrum is reduced at low excitation
energies and is increased at higher excitation energies with
respect to the ALDA spectrum. However, when comparing
the NCT spectra with results obtained from accurate calcu-
lations and experiment we see that the peak is shifted to too
high energy. As mentioned in the Introduction, Rohlfing and
Louie30 performed BSE calculations on 1D polyacetylene
and found the position of the peak in the absorption spectrum
at 1.7 eV. Furthermore, the experimental results from mea-
surements on 3D polyacetylene by Leising33 also show the
peak in the absorption spectrum at 1.7 eV. These results in-
dicate that the peaks in the ALDA and CNT spectra appear at
too low energy and the peaks in the NCT, QV, and QV0
spectra appear at too high energy. As was mentioned above,
there seems to be a strong dependence of the shift of the peak
position with respect to that in the ALDA spectrum on the
parameter mxc. Actually, we can show that by steadily in-
creasing the values for mxc from zero upwards sin the
rs-range relevant for polyacetylened the peak smoothly
“walks” away from the ALDA result to higher frequency.
The two sets of values for mxc that are available, those cal-
culated by NCT and QV, differ substantially for rs*2. Be-
cause of the uncertainty in the theoretical values of mxc we
choose to fit the position of the peak to the BSE result, which
we find more reliable than the experimental result for reasons
mentioned in the Introduction, for 1D polyacetylene with mxc
as fitting parameter. We test this idea in a simple static
scheme like the NCT and QV0 approximation. With this
scheme and with mxc equal to 7.5310−3 for rsø1, we can
reproduce the position of the peak for 1D polyacetylene as
found in the BSE spectrum. The behavior for small rs was
again taken to be quadratic. We note that there are probably
other choices possible for mxc as a function of rs that give the
same result for the peak position. Using these values for mxc
in the calculation of the absorption spectrum in the 3D case
we find the peak at 1.8 eV compared to 1.7 eV in experi-
ment. The results of these calculations of the absorption
spectra can be found in Figs. 4 and 5. The real parts of the
spectra are not reported but we note that the static values are
not reduced to such a great extent with respect to the ALDA
values as we found from the NCT, QV, and QV0 calcula-
tions. The static values are now reduced to 386 in the 1D
case and 26.4 in the 3D case. The position of the peak in the
absorption spectrum now being the same as the BSE result
s1Dd and almost the same as in experiment s3Dd, we can now
compare the shape of the spectra. In the case of 1D poly-
acetylene, Rohlfing and Louie found a sharp peak in their
absorption spectrum. This is clearly not reproduced in our
spectrum as we find a very broad peak. In the case of 3D
polyacetylene Puschnig and Ambrosch-Draxl31 find by solv-
ing the BSE a peak with a full-width at half-maximum of
0.3 eV and a maximum of 180. Tiago et al.32 find, also from
BSE calculations, a peak at 1.7 eV with a full-width at half-
maximum of 0.14 eV and a maximum of 350. Leising finds a
peak at 1.7 eV with a full-width at half-maximum of 0.5 eV
and a maximum of 30. We find a peak with a full-width at
half-maximum of 0.7 eV and a maximum of 71. With respect
FIG. 4. The imaginary part of the polarizability per unit length
of an infinite polyacetylene chain in a.u. Dashed curve: CNT; dot-
dashed curve: QV; continuous curve: ALDA; long-dashed curve: fit.
The meanings of the abbreviations are explained in the text.
FIG. 5. The imaginary part of the dielectric function of crystal-
line polyacetylene. Dashed curve: CNT; dot-dashed curve: QV; con-
tinuous curve: ALDA; long-dashed curve: fit. The meanings of the
abbreviations are explained in the text.
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to the BSE results, the width of the peak in our absorption
spectrum is too large and its height too small; the total inten-
sity of the spectra are, however, comparable. In general we
find that the peaks in the 1D and 3D absorption spectra are
too broad. This can either be caused by a wrong choice of the
mxc dependence on rs, the wrong v dependence of
fxcL,Tsr0 ,vd snone in this cased, or flaws in the VK functional
itself. We note that including the v dependence of
fxcL,Tsr0 ,vd in the calculations through either the CNT or the
QV parametrization will not solve this problem as it does not
alter the width of the peaks, it mainly reduces their height
ssee Figs. 2 and 3d.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we used the current density as the natural
fundamental quantity in which to formulate TDDFT for ex-
tended systems. So-called time-dependent current density
functional theory sTDCDFTd may provide an elegant way to
account for contributions of nonlocal exchange-correlation
effects. We introduced an efficient way to include the
Vignale-Kohn current functional for the induced exchange-
correlation vector potential into our self-consistent calcula-
tion scheme. In order to evaluate the Vignale-Kohn func-
tional one has to have knowledge of the exchange-
correlation kernels of the homogeneous electron gas
fxcL,Tsr0 ,vd as a function of the density and as a function of
the frequency. There exist two frequency-dependent param-
etrizations of fxcL,Tsr0 ,vd, one by Conti, Nifosì, and Tosi
sCNTd sRef. 27d and the other by Qian and Vignale sQVd.28
We tested the effect of these parametrizations within the
Vignale-Kohn functional on the calculation of linear re-
sponse properties of polyacetylene, namely the polarizability
per unit chain length of an infinite polyacetylene chain s1Dd
and the dielectric function of crystalline polyacetylene s3Dd.
We showed that the two frequency-dependent parametriza-
tions lead to very different results. Furthermore, we showed
that the effect on the results caused by the frequency depen-
dence of fxcL,Tsr0 ,vd is small with respect to the effect
caused by the values of the transverse exchange-correlation
kernel fxcTsr0 ,vd in the limit v→0 by inspecting the two
frequency-dependent parametrizations in their static limit.
They correspond to the ALDA and QV0 for CNT and QV,
respectively. It can be shown that the values for fxcTsr0 ,vd in
the limit v→0 are related to the exchange-correlation part of
the shear modulus mxc.44
The results we obtain are in good qualitative agreement
with the Vignale-Kohn results obtained for polyacetylene
oligomers.18–20 They are, however, very different from the
results of calculations done on polyacetylene by solving the
BSE. One of the main causes of this discrepancy is the lack
of accurate values that are available for mxc. This is an im-
portant quantity as the positions of the peak in the absorption
spectra depend strongly on it. When restoring this difference
by fitting the peak position to BSE results with mxc as a
parameter, we are able to obtain spectra that show the peaks
at the right position but these peaks are too broad. This can
be caused by our specific choice of mxc or by the wrong
description of the frequency dependence of fxcL,Tsr0 ,vd. It
may even be a problem inherent to the Vignale-Kohn func-
tional itself. But in order to be able to assess the merits of the
Vignale-Kohn functional it is important to first obtain accu-
rate values for mxc either by first-principle calculations or by
some empirical fitting scheme.
APPENDIX: DERIVATION OF THE XC-VECTOR
POTENTIAL
The exchange-correlation vector potential as written in
Eq. s28d and in particular the ] jsh˜xc] juid term cannot easily
be evaluated as such. Consider, therefore, the following vec-
tor identity:
f= ˆ fh˜xcs= ˆ udggi = o
j
f] jsh˜xc]iujd − ] jsh˜xc] juidg .
sA1d
Let us work out the first term on the right-hand side a bit
further,
] jsh˜xc]iujd = ]ifh˜xc] juj + s] jh˜xcdujg − s]i] jh˜xcduj − s]ih˜xcd
3s] jujd , sA2d
so that we can combine the two results, Eqs. sA1d and sA2d,
to arrive at the following expression for the traceless contri-
bution to the viscoelastic stress tensor,
o
j
] jsxc,ij = h− = 3 fh˜xcs= ˆ udgji
+ o
j
S2] jsh˜xc]iujd − 23]ish˜xc] jujd + ]isz˜xc] jujdD
sA3d
=h− = 3 fh˜xcs= ˆ udgji + ]iFS43 h˜xc + z˜xcD] juj
+ 2s] jh˜xcdujG − 2o
j
f]i] jh˜xcuj + s]ih˜xcd] jujg . sA4d
Using the nabla operator, we arrive at the following result




= · sxc = − = F 1
r0
S43 h˜xc + z˜xcDs= · ud + 2 1r0 = h˜xc · uG
+ = ˆ S 1
r0
h˜xcs= ˆ udD − =r0
r0
2 FS43 h˜xc + z˜xcD
3s= · ud + 2 = h˜xc · uG + h˜xc=r0
r0









= · sxc 8
iv
c








where duxc. daxc, and dbxc are given in Eqs. s51d–s53d.
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